
KERN Kern Oil & Refining Co. 
7724 E. PANAMA LANE 

BAKERSFIELD, CALIFORNIA 93307-9210 
(661) 845-0761 FAX (661) 845-0330 

November 10, 2017 

VIA E-MAIL (LCFSWORKSHOP@ARB.CA.GOV) 

Anil Prabhu, Manager, Fuels Evaluation Section 
California Air Resources Board 

Re: Comments on October 16, 2017 Workshop 
Co-processing in Petroleum Refineries: 4" Work Group Meeting 

Dear Mr. Prabhu: 

Kern Oil & Refining Co. (Kern) is providing comments on the California Air Resources Board's 
(ARB) October 16, 2017, workshop, regarding Co-processing in Petroleum Refineries: 4" Work 
Group Meeting. 

Specifically, Kern is providing comments to sections regarding the: (1) Treatment of all Co-
processing pathways as Tier 2 Pathways; (2) Use of Carbon Mass Balance Method in verifying 
yield; (3) Determination of Energy Input or Material Balance at the process unit level; and (4) 
Disconnect between. LCFS Carbon Intensity (CI) data requirements and industry available data. 

1. Treatment of all Co-processing pathways as Tier 2 Pathways. 

Kern is concerned with ARB's blanket approach to treating all co-processed fuel pathways as 
Tier 2 fuel pathways. Kern has been co-processing petroleum and renewable feedstocks for 
approximately nine years using the previous existing Method 1 renewable diesel fuel pathway 
RNWD003. The tiered approach to pathway applications was specifically in recognition of fuel 
producers in commercial operation, producing fuels under previously approved pathways, using 
conventional methods, as a way to simplify the application process and recognize their 
established operation. ARB's sweeping approach to call all co-processed fuel pathways Tier 2 
negates this premise and overlooks any facility's operation that otherwise meets the definition of 
Tier 1 found in paragraph 95488(b)(1). 

Kern is sensitive to ARB's intention to capture the complexities that exist when analyzing 
renewable fuel production within a petroleum refinery. Nonetheless, Kern encourages ARB to 
maintain existing flexibility in the current regulation that allows some co-processing pathways to 
be treated as Tier 1, per the discretion of the Executive Officer. The process to review and 
approve co-processing pathway applications will become easier over time as ARB and applicants 
gain more experience in meeting data requirements, negating the need for the additional scrutiny 
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that comes with Tier 2 applications. Renewable fuel producers with approved co-processing 
pathways should have the option to seek additional pathways under the Tier 1 methodology if 
much of the underlying data and process remains the same. For example, a renewable fuel 
producer with an approved pathway should be able to seek pathway approval for an additional 
feedstock in an existing process at an existing facility without maneuvering the Tier 2 approval 
process all over again. 

2. Use of Carbon Mass Balance Method in verifying yield. 

In working through the CI re-certification pathway process Kern has determined yield many 
different ways. Some of these methods are described in our most recent draft report, such as 
mass balance approach based on observed yields, carbon balance method, and 
stoichiometric/theoretical modeling. 

A carbon balance method which determines yield based on the amount of CO and CO2 produced 
in the off gas is an option which lends itself to verification. Tallow, oils, and fats are the only 
source of CO and CO2, which enables the determination of yield with a carbon balance. 

Kern along with the help of Life Cycle Associates (LCA) has determined that the use of the 
carbon mass balance method is proven to be an accurate and efficient method to determine yield. 
Kern would also like ARB staff to consider this method to determine yield for future verification 
requirements. The carbon mass balance is attractive because refineries can measure their gas 
compositions and flow rates along with biofeed consumption and the determination of yield does 
not depend on uncertain and expensive measurements of baseline data. 

Mass balance based on observed differential yield method is highly uncertain and has issues with 
verification. This method should not be the only approach for determining yield. This method 
estimates the amount of low carbon fuel produced by observing changes in total yields when co-
processing vs not co-processing (100% petroleum feed). Using this method would mean an 
active co-processing commercial refinery would need to stop co-processing for an extended 
amount of time to obtain baseline data. This is unrealistic and has negative economic impacts to 
the refinery making this method unfeasible. 

This method also assumes that the difference in yield is significant enough to outweigh any 
errors in accuracy from meters commonly found in commercial refineries. A very good meter 
found in a commercial refinery setting will have a +/- 2% error, which is much too large for 

proper yield determination by this method . This method could be used in laboratory settings or 
possible pilot projects, but is unrealistic and unfeasible for a commercial refinery setting. Also, 
the yield data on pure petroleum feedstock depends on the composition of the petroleum feed. 
Furthermore the determination of bio renewable fuel depends on the difference between two 
large numbers with inherent uncertainties. 

Consider 1000 bbl/day of petroleum feed with an uncertainty of +/- 20 bbl/day of product. With 900 bbl/day 
petroleum feed and 100 bbl/day of bio renewable feed, the uncertainty in the differential yield is as large as 40 
bbl/day for 100 bbl/day of renewable feed. 
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3. Determination of Energy Input or Material Balance at the process unit level. 

Staff is suggesting an allocation method to determine incremental use of energy and material 
balance at the unit level because commercial refineries do not typically have dedicated meters 
for these parameters at the individual unit level. Instead commercial refineries monitor the entire 
refinery energy inputs through fuel metering, purchased natural gas, and electrical receipts. 
Commercial refineries also keep good sales records of their final products, which can be easily 
verified. 

Kern supports ARB's efforts to determine approaches alternative to direct measurements at the 
unit level. Kern encourages ARB to remain flexible and allow alternatives for calculating energy 
inputs or material balance based on an applicant's specific pathway attributes. Regulatory 
amendments should be written broadly enough to accommodate an applicant using methods such 
as proportioning, evaluating specific unit demands through engineering calculations, or other 
systematic estimations that account for the unique attributes and conditions existing at each 
facility. For example, energy inputs metered on a refinery-wide basis can be allocated to all 
refined products, and then proportioned to those streams resultant from the co-processing unit. 
Similarly, an applicant could have innovative methods for verifying yield and hydrogen 
consumption. This would allow operators and ARB staff flexibility in determining the most 
appropriate course of action for the pathway certification process; improve the quality of site 
specific data gathering for future verifications, and remain consistent with principles identified in 
the CA_GREET model. 

4. Disconnect between LCFS: Carbon Intensity (CI) data requirements and industry 
available data. 

Kern is concerned about the type and magnitude of data that ARB staff is requesting in order to 
advance through the co-processing application to successful CI certification. A distinct 
disconnect exists between data collection requirements proposed in the workshop slides and 
LCFS Guidance Document 17-03 as compared to available, existing operating data. ARB is 
proposing that applicants provide a minimum of three months of commercial operating data prior 
to co-processing and again following commencement of co-processing. These prescribed data 
parameters include compositions and flows that are not otherwise germane to normal refinery 
operations, and therefore are not immediately available, contrary to what Staff might otherwise 
believe. Kern urges ARB to continue to work with industry representatives to determine what 
data is necessary, what data is available, and what the best approaches are for collecting the right 
types and amount of data where gaps exist. Kern is acutely aware of ARB's desire to design a 
program with maximum integrity. However, ARB must balance this goal with a workable 
process that does not disincentive renewable fuel producers due to excess rigidity and 
unnecessary stringencies. 

Many of the required types and quantities of data proposed for pathway certification are 
impractical in an operating commercial refinery environment. Conditions within process units 
are rarely static as refineries convert feedstocks and intermediate products into finished fuels. To 
put it another way, refineries are not controlled science experiments where a single variable can 
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be manipulated while all other conditions are held constant for some lengthy duration. 
Fluctuations within operating conditions and the interconnected nature of refinery processing 
units make it difficult to measure and obtain consistent, meaningful data points over extended 
periods. For example, variation in crude oil sources and/or differences in renewable feedstock 
quality over a three month period would certainly impact analytical results for certain stream 
compositions. Similarly, maintenance activities, unit upsets, and catalyst life will all have 
varying impacts on analytical results. These variations will be magnified when trying to compare 
baseline datasets to co-processing datasets because the conditions existing during the sampling of 
each phase will not have been identical. 

ARB is proposing applicants provide operating data that does not have a practical purpose in 
traditional refinery operations and therefore is not readily available. Specifically, data sets such 
as metered hydrogen feed rates and elemental analysis of unit rundown streams are not routine 
within normal refinery operations. Precisely measured hydrogen feed rates to the hydrotreater are 
not necessary for normal operations because measurements of excess hydrogen in the reactor 
offgas demonstrate a sufficient amount was available for the conversion. Unit operations and 
production decisions are not made using elemental analysis of feed or product streams therefore 
no historical representations of these exist. Similarly, while some compositional analyses might 
exist for reactor offgas streams because of periodic operational needs, the frequency of this 
sampling does not align with ARB's proposed data requirements. 

Kern encourages ARB to reconsider the amount and duration of proposed data collection 
necessary for pathway approval. Kern suggests that two 24-hr period test runs are sufficient to 
gather good quality, site-specific data for both co-processing and baseline conditions. The data 
collected would be appropriate for use in performing the carbon mass balance, verifying yield, 

and quantifying hydrogen consumption. Applicants could develop a plan to properly document 
the test runs, maintain consistent operation of the processing unit and minimize additional 
refinery disruptions to the maximum extent practicable. The end result would be a solid data 
capture with conditions that could then be appropriately compared for pathway CI certification. 

As always, Kern is committed to working with ARB staff and appreciates the chance to provide 
comments. Kern has had a longstanding working relationship with ARB and looks forward to 
staying engaged as this rulemaking process continues. Please do not hesitate to reach out to me at 
(661) 845-0761 with any questions. 

Sincerely, 

Chris this 
Christopher Hinds 
Environmental Advisor 
Kern Oil & Refining Co. 


